
COURSE TITLE : SHORTHAND ENGLISH 120 WPM
(Speed & Theory)

SUBJECT CODE : 3133
COURSE CATEGORY : B
PERIODS/WEEK : 5
PERIODS/SEMESTER : 90 (18X5)
CREDITS : 5

TIME SCHEDULE

Module TOPIC PERIODS

I

1. Speed practice and transcription to attain a speed of 100 wpm
2. Essential vowels
3. Special contractions  & Advanced Phraseography 19

Test I 1

II

1. Speed practice and transcription to attain a speed of 110 wpm
2. Intersections
3. Business, Banking and stockbroking phrases 19

Test II 1

III

1. Speed practice and transcription to attain a speed of 120 wpm
2. Transcribing the dictated passage
3. Insurance, Shipping, Technical, Railway, Legal phrase 24

Test III 1

IV

1. Dictation at 120 wpm for 7 mts
2. Transcribing the dictated passage
3. Theological phrases
4. special list of words

24

Test IV 1
Total 90

OBJECTIVES

MODULE I
1.1.0 Develop speed at 100 wpm and under stand the importance of transcription

1.1.1 Take down dictation at 100 wpm and transcribe the same

1.2.0 Understand the influence of essential vowels in speed building

1.2.1 Practice the  exercises under essential vowels

1.3.0. Recognise special contractions and Advanced Phrases

1.3.1 practice  the lists of special contractions and exercises

1.3.1 Practice the lists of Advanced Phrases and exercises

1.3.2 Take dictation of the exercises  under special contractions & Advanced Phrases at



100wpm

MODULE II
2.1.0 Develop speed at 110 wpm and understand the importance of transcription

2.1.1 Take down dictation at 110wpm and transcribe the same

2.2.0 Recognise the rules of intersections

2.2.1 Practice the exercises covering intersections

2.3.0 Understand the principlesof phrases in different sectors

2.3.1 Practice the business, banking & stock broking phrases

MODULE III
3.1.0 Develop speed at 120 wpm

3.1.1 Take down dictation at 120wpm and transcribe the same

3.2.0 understand the importance of transcription

3.2.2 Take dictation  at 120 wpm and transcribe the same

3.3.0 Recognise Insurance, Shipping, Technical, Railway, Legal phrase

3.3.1 Practice Insurance, Shipping, Technical, Railway, Legal phrase

MODULE IV
4.1.0 Develop speed at 120 wpm

4.1.1 Take down dictation at120wpm and transcribe the same

4.2.0. Recoganize the importance of transcription

4.2.1 Take dictation  at 120 wpm and transcribe the same

4.3.0 Understand theological phrases

4.3.1 Practice the phrases and exercises under theological phrases

4.4.0 Recognise the list of words grouped  under special list

4.4.1 Practice the words in the special list of words  and exercises

4.4.2 Take down dictation of all the exercises under special list of words  at 120wpm



COURSE CONTENT
The student is to be given all sorts of training in taking down dictation of a passage and reproduce
it without mistake .  Application of Advanced Phrases, Intersections, Political ,Banking, Stock
broking , Shipping ,Railway, Legal and Theological phrases and special list of words  to attain the
high speed in shorthand writing. Transcription of passage dictated @120wpm may be done on
Computer/Typewriter  or by Pen.

Scheme of Examination
Shorthand English 120 wpm (Speed & Theory)

PART A – Speed
Max Marks:50 Time for dictation:7 mts

Time for Transcription: 1hr 30 mts

Students will have to take down a dictation of a passage at a speed of 120 wpm for 7mts (840
words) and reproduce the same.

Shorthand English 120 wpm (Speed & Theory)
PART B – Theory

Max Marks:50                                            Time: 1Hr. 30 mts.

This part consists of:

a.Answer any five  questions out of 7 questions asked from the Theory part:

: 20 marks (5x4each)

b. Write Grammalogues/Advanced Phraseogram/contractions : 5 marks

c.Differentiate the meaning of confused pairs of words : 5 marks

d. Transcribe into shorthand from Longhand matter

About 150 words                                      : 10 marks

e.Transcribe into longhand from shorthand              : 10 marks

(Any passage from Essential vowels to special list of words)

The candidate will have to get 40% marks for Part A and B put together in order to pass this paper.

The candidate will have to get 40% marks for Part A and B together in order to pass this paper.

Reference:
1. Pitman shorthand instructor and key

2. Editors Report and other features coming in dailies

3.          Shorthand Journal published by Bhagavan Associates, Bangalore


